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Signal Culture, Owego, NY, USA – Analog / Hybrid audiovisual studio. 
Photo: Zs. Gyenes, 2019.



EARLY MEDIA 
INSTRUMENTS

Jones Colorizer / Mixer

Jones Frame Buffer

Jones Keyer

Jones Sequencer

Paik / Abe Video Synthesizer

Raster Manipulation Unit – 
Wobbulator

Rutt / Etra Model RE-4 
Video Synthesizer

Sandin Image Processor

...



Paik / Abe Synthesizer

Nam June Paik–Shuya Abe: 
Video-Synthesizer, 1969/92. 

Changing Channels, MUMOK, Vienna, 2010.
Photo: Zs. Gyenes.

(Kunsthalle Bremen, Germany)

From 1969 to 1971, – together with television technician 
and specialist Shuya Abe –, Paik constructed a video 
synthesizer (colorizer) that allowed him to edit seven 
different sources simultaneously; in real-time.

https://www.kunsthalle-bremen.de/en/sb-page/collection/collection/art-after-1945
http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/paik-abe-synthesizer/
www.paiknamjune.org/.../paiknamjune_04_07.htm



Jones Colorizer / Mixer Signal Culture. Photo: Zs. Gyenes, 2019.

More precise than the Paik/Abe synthesizer/colorizer.
It was built by Dave Jones in the mid ‘70-s. 

The Jones Colorizer is a 
multi-functional image 
processing device that 
inputs a black-and-white 
video signal, then adds 
color. 
It also contains other 
video processing, such 
as negative video, keying, 
and mixing.



So the parameters are voltage controllable (can accept control voltages).
This voltage control also allowed oscillators and other sources of voltages to effectively “turn the knob”, allowing 
many additional effects and patterns to be created with the colorizer when combined with other machines.

https://www.videohistoryproject.org/dave-jones-colorizer-experimental-television-center-studio-system-manual
https://www.videohistoryproject.org/jones-colorizer-history-design

Working in Signal Culture’s one of the studios 
– Owego, NY.

Photo: Kalpana Subramanian, 2019.



One Minute Signal  
Doepfer Analog Modular (sound) synthesizer, Jones 
Colorizer/Mixer, Signal Culture, 2019. 

(Excerpt 1)



Raster Manipulation Unit or ‘Wobbulator’

Signal Culture. 
Photo: Zs. Gyenes, 2019.



Some features of the Wobbulator:

A raster manipulation unit or ‘wobbulator’ is a prepared television which permits a wide variety of treatments to be 
performed on video images; this is accomplished by the addition of extra three yokes to a conventional black and 
white receiver and by the application of signals derived from audio generators on the yokes.

The image manipulations cannot be recorded directly, they can be recorded by using a video camera.

Audio signals cause distortions (in direct correspondence with changes in the audio signal).

The device generates an almost endless series of patterns which are highly controllable (real-time device). 
The effect of yokes is combined to shift the raster in different directions. One of the effects of one of the yokes 
produces an ‘S carve’ distortion of the raster. (see next page)

Because the yokes are electromagnets, they react to the audio amplifier in much the same manner that a sound 
speaker responds; the yokes are driven with the audio amplifier. It refers to the strength of the signal.

It can cause ‘dancing patterns’ too (3D effect).

Patterns are obtained, depending on the frequency ratio applied to the horizontal and vertical deflection systems (2 
yokes).



A sine wave oscillator connected to the ‘S curve’ or continuous wind yoke of the raster manipulation unit with a fre-
quency of 60 Hz produces an image with as S curve. (Figure 15.)

Raster Manipulation Unit: Operation and Construction
Source: Experimental Television Center, Binghamton, NY (1980)

https://www.videohistoryproject.org/raster-manipulation-unit-operation-and-construc-
tion





Lumage 

“The term ‘Lumage’ is made up of the words luminance and image. The piece aims to depict the intangible and im-
material nature of light, and to make it an optically representable physical reality. In his experiments with visual music, 
Gyenes uses his awareness that light is in fact electromagnetic radiation in a scientific sense. His installation func-
tions as a ‘sound-reactive kinetic photogram’, focusing on voltage fluctuations transformed into sound. The aim of 
Lumage is to convert electroacoustic signals into visible, perceptible signals. The light patterns generated from 
sound give rise to varied movements that contain improvisation and randomness, a constructive aesthetic of ‘error’.”

Light Art Museum, Budapest
https://lam.xyz/zsolt_gyenes

Lumage
Audiovisual installation, Doepfer analogue modular audio synthe-
sizer and wobbulator, 2019-2021.

(Excerpt 2)



“Improvisation is composition in real time. Composi-
tion and performance come together ‘in the moment.’”

Walter Wright

Composition + Improvisation = 
Comprovisation

“Six Short Pieces” and other experimental videos by 
Walter Wright



From Concrete to the Abstract Art (digression)

Concrete Art  (“pure abstraction”)

“Everything that is concrete is only itself.” 

(Max Bense, 1965)

“...it concretizes and objectifies an idea.” 

(Gottfried Jäger, 2005)

 

Abstract Art 

“...abstract has a prerequisite or a precondition...” 

(M. Bense, 1965)

“...it abstracts and idealizes an object” 

(G. Jäger, 2005)

Jäger–Krauss–Reese: Concrete Photography, Kerber, Bielefeld, Germany, 2005, 19 p.



Signal Culture Videos
https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/videos

Works included in this channel were created in whole or part at a Signal Culture residency. They offer residen-
cies for artists, researchers, and toolmakers. The hybrid analog/digital artist studio includes rare real-time tools 
such as a Jones Colorizer, Jones Frame Buffer, Hearn VideoLab, Wobbulators, and custom software.

Opuses were made by using wobbulator by contemporary artists

Examples from Concrete via Abstract  to the Realistic Art:

–  Different wobbulators built by Dave Jones, Jason Bernagozzi and Ivan Marusic Klif
– Using Doepfer (modular) analog audio synthesizer
– Combining wobbulator with other devices, like Framebuffer, Jones Colorizer or S-VHS taping



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/142171887

Charles Woodman: Wiggle (2015)

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/140140262

Patrick Cain: Vandals



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/352039937

Baron Lanteigne: Wobbulator Patterns (2019)

This wobbulator (he used) was built and donated by Ivan Marusic Klif. 
The “Roadstar” was designed to be controlled by audio signal sent from 
a max patch.

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/171958996

Stacey Stormes: Untitled (2016)

Using multichannel layered video feed put through wobbulator then 
further manipulated with frame buffering.



https://vimeo.
com/292849999

Nathan Hill: Eye Decon-
struct (2018)

Video loops were processed 
with the Hearn VideoLab and 
Jones Colorizer modulation 
and audio was created with 
a Doepfer eurorack system.

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/178502532

Nicholas Economos: Hermaphroditos (2016)

Doepfer analog modular audio (synthe-
sizer) system and Jones Colorizer/Mixer. 
SC, Owego, NY, 2019 
(Photo: Zs. Gyenes)



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/139798865

FLATSITTER (Kyle Marler and Jax Deluca): Never Forever 

Wobbulator built by Jason Bernagozzi.

https://www.s-a-r-a-h.it/index/personal-works/thelefthand

Sara Bonaventura: The Left Hand of Darkness (2019)

“This is a drawing exercise, recording in real time my left hand and a 
white paper, the right hand was not holding a pencil but rather adjusting 
knobs and patching oscillators, of a Jones Raster Scan (Wobbulator), 
built by Dave Jones.”



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/125818229

Darrin Martin: Disembody Electric

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/135718308

James Connolly: Ball Skills



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/133006380

J. Connolly: TCC Digital Art Buffet Advertisement

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/134956155

Carl Diehl: Atempastoral Study: 1869 (Crooked) 2 (2015)



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/176555401

Julie Perini: The Rael DNC @ Signal Culture: Day 3 (2016)

This is five hours of video captured from broadcast.

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/175972285

Julie Perini: Trump with the wobbulator



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/194294506

Monica Panzarino: Mammaries (2016)

The wireless electronic bra created by the artist that uses knobs, a 
hacked microcontroller, and a Max/MSP software patch. The left “nip-
ple” of the bra manipulates the frequency of Panzarino’s voice in 
real-time, while the right “nipple” adds reverb.

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/542703353

Gali Greenspan: Vectors and Waves in Owego (2021)



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/135108906

Scott Kildall: Electric Energy

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/136316566

Scott Kildall: Chaotic Selfie

Using the Jones Colorizer and the Wobbulator, and was originally shot 
with SVHS (1988) video camera.



https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/135427598

Scott Kildall: Sperm and Seagulls

Two-track composition run through the Wobbulator.

https://vimeo.com/channels/signalculturealumni/135314612

Scott Kildall: Barbie Cemetery Mix w/wobbulator



Kalpana Subramanian 

Woolgathering (2020)

“Cinematic breath, and breathlessness. 
A pandemic reverie.”

https://vimeo.com/616562364

Incantation (2021)

“A serendipitous ritual of memory
Colliding archives of body and place
A cine-incantation to freedom and (be)longing”

Excerpts: https://vimeo.com/721300727

Woolgathering (2020)
Incantation (2021)

(Excerpts 3-4)



Hybrid Media

Analog+Digital

Signal Culture Modular Apps (SC Apps)
Experimental Real-time (Modular) Video Processing Softwares

The Signal Culture Modular Apps gives you access to custom professional video and new media software applica-
tions for producing real-time experimental media artworks. Great for artists, VJ’s, designers, and hobbyists!

https://signalculture.org/sc-apps.html#.Y-JlJCF7ky4



Frame Buffer Modular App
Stores and repeats frames on up to 3 keyed layers of video, allowing for feedback and keyclip compositing. You can 
set the repeated frames from 1 frame to as many as the memory of your computer will allow.

SSSScan
Uses generative or live video gradients to determine the shape and movement of a buffered slitscan. New features 
include variable speed and resolution controls and realtime gradient selection that allows users to alter the shape of 
the slitscan and to scrub backward or forward through the buffer.

Re:Trace
Redraws live or recorded video onto an image plane made up of geometries such as points, lines, polygons, etc. 
The image plane can then be rotated, zoomed in or out, displaced on X, Y, and Z axes, and can be folded into new 
shapes and volumes.

V-Mass
The V-Mass Modular App allows you to map video onto either a selection of geometric primitives or onto imported 
3D models. New features include support for short animations such as walk cycles and generative fractal bump map-
ping.



Interstream
The Interstream Modular App allows users to datamosh movies or live cameras fluidly in realtime – no more slow 
editing of I-Frames! Innovative new features include multi-directional, timed blooming and perpetual moshing without 
the need to reset your blooms.

Maelstrom
Features 2 levels of multi-directional feedback using stacked keying and frame difference processing. Send your 
video into multiple directions using downstream image compositing through our updated X, Y, Z and rotation controls.



Example for the using of SC Apps (hybrid technics)

Vortex (2023)
Modular audio synthesizer, Wobbulator, Jones Colorizer, – SC Apps: V-Mass, Maelstrom, SSSScan
Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/790823557

(Excerpt 5)



1. Analog electronics didn’t have time to run out, digital technology came at once and 
replaced it. So there are still many unutilized possibilities in the analog video, not to 
mention hybrid solutions.

2. The specialties of analog electronics: e.g. organic character, aesthetics of error, and 
chance.

3. Most of the early media instruments are sound-reactive and can work in real-time.

AV excerpts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osseYiTXFig

Thanks to

Signal Culture
Hank Rudolph
Kalpana Subramanian


